
Violence Against Women Misconduct 
by Law Enforcement

Crimes Committed in the Law Enforcement Family
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Officer Involved Domestic Violence
Ravens' Ray Rice suspended two games 

by NFL
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Officer Involved Domestic Violence
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Kansas City Chiefs release star 
Kareem Hunt after video shows 
him shoving, kicking woman

49ers' release Reuben Foster after arrest on 
domestic violence charges



the Atlantic

Police Have a Much Bigger Domestic-Abuse 
Problem Than the NFL Does

Research suggests that family violence is two to four times higher 
in the law-enforcement community than in the general population. 
So where's the public outrage?

CONOR FRIEDERSDORFSEP 19, 2014
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https://www.theatlantic.com/author/conor-friedersdorf/
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Austin, Texas… This Month
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Officer Involved Domestic and 
Sexual Violence

• Unique dangers
• Threatens agency mission and morale
• High liability risk
• Impacts public confidence 
• Questions integrity of the agency
• There must be a swift, sure, and effective intervention
• Lack of information and training about OIDV/SA can result in potential 
bias in law enforcement’s response

• Is there a culture?
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Domestic Violence
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Deputy's wife texted 'Kirk has lost his mind' before murder-suicide, friend says 
(Sept. 2018)

Amador CHP Officer Shoots, Kills Wife, Man 
and Himself

The Amador County community is in shock, 
following a murder-suicide, late Monday night, 
involving a CHP officer. 
Amador County Sheriff’s detectives say they 
found 45-year old Brad Wheat, an off-duty CHP 
officer — and his wife — dead in a parking lot, 
following an altercation. (Sept. 2018)

GBI: Former officer killed 
himself after killing ex-wife, 
friend (July, 2018)

Children of former cop who 
shot, killed ex-wife file 
wrongful death lawsuit 
against City of Asbury Park 
and Neptune Township



Sexual Misconduct
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Sexual Misconduct

Analyses of news articles between 2005 and 2011 found 
6,724 arrests involving more than 5,500 officers. 

Sex-related cases were the third-most common, behind 
violence and profit-motivated crimes. 

Cato Institute reports released in 2009 and 2010 found sex 
misconduct the No. 2 complaint against officers, behind 
excessive force. 
Phil Stinson, Bowling Green State University 
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•Arrest avoidance and mediation
•“Cooling down”
•Walk around the block

•Ineffective or no training at all
•Recruit - In-service - Specialized

Traditional LE Response to 
Violence Against Women Crimes
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•Lack of policies addressing domestic violence for 
the general public

•Officer discretion led to inaction and civil liability

•Criminal codes did not define domestic violence

Traditional LE Response to VAW
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•Officers rarely receive counseling/training on 
avoiding physical conflict within their relationships 
or marriage.

•Psychological services for officers is often not 
available.

Traditional LE Response to 
LE-involved VAW
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•No or ineffective screening for domestic/sexual 
violence history in recruitment

•Are they batterers when they are hired on or does it 
happen because of the job?

•What kind of people do we hire as police officers?

•Does psychological testing “weed” them out?

Traditional LE Response to 
LE-involved VAW
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•The law enforcement community is a closed one

•Lack of leadership within a department or local government 
on the issue of domestic violence

•A combination of these things may have set the stage for a 
failure to protect the general public and the police family

Traditional LE Response to 
LE-involved VAW
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Keeping the secret of domestic violence within the family 
makes it worse by preventing early intervention to save the 
officer and prolongs the violence increasing the chances of 
injury, murder, and suicide.

The Blue Curtain?
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•Broward County Sheriff’s Office (Florida)

•Southwestern Law Enforcement Institute

•Tucson (Arizona) Police Department Study

•Los Angeles Police Department’s Inspector General Report

Twenty Years of Research
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LAPD Inspector General Study

Between 1990 and 1997, the Los Angeles Police 
Department investigated:

•227 cases of alleged officer-involved domestic 
violence

•91 of which were sustained
•4 of the 91 resulted in a criminal conviction
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What are the odds?

If police experience domestic violence at the 
same rate as the general public, studies estimate 
that 60,000 to 180,000 law enforcement families 
would be affected by domestic violence annually.
 (Waters and Ussery, 2007)
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What are the odds?

Domestic violence is the single most common reason 
the public contacts the police in the U.S., accounting 
for up to 50 percent of all calls in some areas. 

Yet, a battered woman who calls 911 may have a 
two-in-five chance of an abusive cop coming to her 
door as a first responder. 
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From the Line

Seventy-three percent of male cops who admitted 
being violent toward their spouse also admitted they 
had been violent toward citizens, according to 
Arizona State University sociologist Leanor Johnson 
(2000). 

The Secret Epidemic of Police Domestic Violence:
How It Affects Us All – The Domestic Violence Report  2015
By Alex Roslin* 
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From the Line

In 2000 survey of 210 law enforcement officers:
•54% of officers admitted they knew of officers involved 
in domestic violence

•16% knew of incidents of unreported OIDV
•31% knew of members in their department who had 
been disciplined for OIDV

•55% claimed intervention and prevention programs 
would be helpful

Ryan 2000
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From the Line

Data obtained from 299 officers in 27 states, found 
more than half (51.3%) reported they had been 
called to respond to a domestic violence incident 
which involved another law enforcement officer.

Russell and Tannenbaum (2016)
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What are the Character Traits 
of an Effective Officer?
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•Controls emotions
•Has a disciplined mind to remain focused in dynamic 
situations

•Prevails in the face of adversity
•Interrogates when suspicious
•Possesses a command presence
•Can physically control another through pain without 
visible injury

•Trained to use firearms and surveillance

The Effective Officer
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•Exceptional pressures of police work
•Being prone to alcoholism and divorce  
•Unfair publicity
•Consistent exposure to pain and suffering

• AND…..

violent behavior learned as a child

Add to these…
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Intimidation…
� Victim knows what officer has done in the field 

� Officer knows the criminal justice system – DA, Judges

� Officer has more credibility in court

� Victim will not be believed

� Officer suspect appears in court in uniform

� Other officers come to court to show support (often in uniform)

� Victim knows war stories

 

Power and Control Tactics
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Coercion and threats of greater harm...

�  Control/pain without visible injury

�  Coercion and threat by others in department

�  Stalking by other officer(s)

�  Pressure from police wives

Power and Control Tactics 
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Minimizing – Denying – Blaming...

⮚   Stress of the job

�   “It’s because of all I see and deal with”

�   Other officers will do this for the suspect

�   They’ve all heard about her

�   Supervisor buys into it

Power and Control Tactics
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Using Officer Privilege…

�   Command presence

�    Access to criminal files

�   Officers testify against her

�   Her word against his

Power and Control Tactics
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Is there a Code of Silence?
• we are good at keeping secrets
• we are fraternalistic
• we build bonds stemming from life and death situations on the street
• We are our brother’s keeper – “I’ve got your back, you’ve got mine.”

Do we break this code? 

The Blue Curtain?
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What does this mean?



Effective OIDV/SA Policy
• Establishes MOUs w/ neighboring agencies to investigate

• can’t investigate yourself and maintain trust/credibility

• Create w/ involvement of community partners … WHO?
• Addresses early warning and intervention
• Sets out resources for family/victims

• Routinely communicate the policy to family members
• Provide information about how to report, and what will happen when they do 
• “Guaranteed Response” ????

• Strategically implemented
• Train supervisory personnel, early warning and intervention
• Train and reinforce personnel on expectations
• Periodic review and after-action assessment 
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INCIDENTS INVOLVING POLICE OFFICERS
•In developing the procedures and steps to be followed when 
a domestic violence occurrence involves a member of a 
police service, any procedure should, in addition to the 
general procedures involved in non-member incidents, 
reflect:

• victim safety
• objectivity
• accountability
• confidentiality
• lack of bias towards the member

Alberta Police Services and Women’s 
Shelters Working Relationship 
Guidelines
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•Washington Assoc of Sheriffs & Police Chiefs model policy

•IACP has a model policy
• Prevention
• Education and Training 
• Early Warning and Intervention
• Incident Response Protocol 
• Victim Safety 
• Post-Incident Administrative and Criminal Decisions 

Officer Involved Policy
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Administrative 
Protective

 Order
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• A female officer who lives with domestic violence fears people will 
question how she can protect others if she can't protect herself. She has 
to choose between jeopardizing her safety by reporting, or possibly 
violating department policy by remaining silent.

• Making a complaint against a police officer is a dangerous act, especially 
when the complainant is herself an officer. Her abuser can call on his 
personal and professional network for support and defense against any 
allegations.

• Cooperation between advocates and police can be beneficial to both 
parties and to many civilian victims, but it presents complex problems 
when the alleged perpetrator or victim is a police officer.

Diane Wetendorf, Inc.

Officer as the Victim
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• Firm, written policies with sanctions for all levels of the department
•  Better screening for recruits

• “One step up” investigations of DV incidents

• Speed the investigations

• EARLY INTERVENTION 

Solutions
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•Domestic violence is a crime not a crisis

•To hold the public trust we must hold ourselves 
responsible for crime in the police family

•No one is above the law and no one is below it

The Bottom Line
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“It is imperative to the 
protection of citizens’ civil 
rights and the trust 
communities place in law 
enforcement that policies be 
adopted as part of a clear 
statement that sexual 
misconduct will not be 
tolerated.”

Chief David Nye
Fredericksburg Police Department, VA

http://www.theiacp.org/Portals/0/Addressing_Sexual_Offenses_and_Misconduct_by_LE.pdf

Resources
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Resources

1100 H Street NW
Suite 310
Washington, DC 20005
www.aequitasresources.org
202-558-0040

http://www.aequitasresource.org/
Strategies-The-Highly-Trained-B
atterer-14.pdf
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